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Abstract—Given learning samples from a raster data set, spatial decision tree learning aims to find a decision tree classifier that
minimizes classification errors as well as salt-and-pepper noise. The problem has important societal applications such as land cover
classification for natural resource management. However, the problem is challenging due to the fact that learning samples show spatial
autocorrelation in class labels, instead of being independently identically distributed. Related work relies on local tests (i.e., testing
feature information of a location) and cannot adequately model the spatial autocorrelation effect, resulting in salt-and-pepper noise.
In contrast, we recently proposed a focal-test-based spatial decision tree (FTSDT), in which the tree traversal direction of a sample is
based on both local and focal (neighborhood) information. Preliminary results showed that FTSDT reduces classification errors and
salt-and-pepper noise. This paper extends our recent work by introducing a new focal test approach with adaptive neighborhoods that
avoids over-smoothing in wedge-shaped areas. We also conduct computational refinement on the FTSDT training algorithm by reusing
focal values across candidate thresholds. Theoretical analysis shows that the refined training algorithm is correct and more scalable.
Experiment results on real world data sets show that new FTSDT with adaptive neighborhoods improves classification accuracy, and
that our computational refinement significantly reduces training time.
Index Terms—Spatial data mining, focal-test-based spatial decision tree, spatial autocorrelation, land cover classification
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1

INTRODUCTION

G

a spatial raster framework, as well as training and
test sets, the spatial decision tree learning (SDTL) problem aims to find a decision tree model that minimizes classification errors as well as salt-and-pepper noise. Fig. 1 is a
motivation example from a real world wetland mapping
application. Input features are bands of three aerial photos
(Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c). Classification results by two existing
decision tree classifiers [1], [2] are shown in Figs. 1e and 1f
respectively. Both predicted maps exhibit poor appearance
accuracy with high levels of salt-and-pepper noise, when
compared with ground truth classes (Fig. 1d).
Societal applications. The SDTL problem has many applications. In the field of remote sensing, a large amount of
images of the earth surface are collected (e.g., NASA collects
about 5TB data per day). SDTL can be used to classify
remote sensing images into different land cover types [3].
For example, in wetland mapping [4], [5], explanatory features, including spectral bands (e.g., red, green, blue, nearinfrared) from remote sensors, are used to map land surface
into wetland areas and dryland areas. Land cover classification is important for climate change research [6], natural
IVEN
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resource management [7], [8], and disaster management [9],
etc. In medical image processing, SDTL can help in lesion
classification and brain tissue segmentation [10], [11] on
MRI images. It can also be used for galaxy classification [12]
in astronomy and semi-conductor inspection [13] in materials science.
Challenges. A key challenge in the SDTL problem is that
learning samples show spatial autocorrelation in class
labels. For example, the ground truth class labels in Fig. 1d
show strong spatial autocorrelation due to the phenomenon
of “patches” (i.e., regions of the same class tend to be contiguous). Testing only local feature information in decision
nodes results in salt-and-pepper noise, i.e., locations or pixels whose class labels are different from those of their neighbors, as illustrated in Fig. 1e. However, incorporating focal
(i.e., neighborhood) information increases both the number
and the complexity of candidate tree node tests. Instead of
simple linear scanning and thresholding on one dimensional feature values, tree node tests must incorporate the
spatial relationships of various neighborhood sizes. Thus,
SDTL problem is also computationally challenging.
Related work and limitations. Fig. 2 presents a classification
of related work. Traditional decision tree algorithms include
ID3 [14], C4.5 [1] and CART [15]). These classifiers follow
the classic assumption that learning samples are independently and identically distributed. This assumption does
not hold for spatial data and leads to salt-and-pepper noise
in predictions. A second category includes the spatial
entropy or information gain based decision tree classifiers
[2], [16], [17], [18]. These newer methods use spatial autocorrelation level as well as information gain to select candidate
tree node tests. While they do a better job if there exists
some feature that favors spatial autocorrelation but does
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Fig. 3. Example of a spatial raster framework and a neighborhood
relationship.

2)

Fig. 1. Real world problem example. (a) Aerial photo in 2003. (b) Aerial
photo in 2005. (c) Aerial photo in 2008. (d) Ground truth classes (red for
dry land, green for wetland). (e) Prediction of a C4.5 decision tree. (f)
Prediction of a spatial-information-gain-based decision tree. (best
viewed in color).

not provide the largest information gain in one tree node
test, they still rely on local testing of information by tree
nodes. Thus if all the candidate tests have poor spatial autocorrelation, this type of decision tree will still select one of
them, resulting in salt-and-pepper noise. This means neither
approach adequately accounts for spatial autocorrelation in
the prediction phase.
To address this limitation, we recently defined a focaltest-based spatial decision tree (FTSDT) model [19],
whereby the tree traversal direction of a learning sample is
based on not only local but also focal (neighborhood) properties of features. We proposed FTSDT learning algorithms
and evaluated the classification performance of the proposed approach on real world remote sensing data sets.
New contributions. This paper extends our previous
work in [19] to improve classification accuracy and
address the computational challenges in the FTSDT learning process. More specifically, we make the following
additional contributions:
1)

We add a new design decision in the FTSDT model
to allow focal function computation with adaptive
neighborhoods (i.e., FTSDT-adaptive). Compared
with previous FTSDT with fixed neighborhoods (i.e.,
FTSDT-fixed), the new design decision can adjust
the neighborhood shape to avoid over-smoothing in
wedge-shaped areas.

Fig. 2. Related work classification.

We characterize the computational structure of the
FTSDT learning algorithm and confirm that the
computational bottleneck is a vast number of focal
function computations. We design a refined algorithm (FTSDT-Refined) that reuses focal values across
candidate thresholds and prove its correctness.
3) We also provide cost models of our previous baseline algorithm and our refined algorithm, and show
that the refined algorithm improves computational
scalability.
4) We compare the classification performance of
FTSDT-adaptive with FTSDT-fixed as well as LTDT
on real world data sets. Results show that FTSDTadaptive improves classification accuracy of FTSDTfixed and LTDT.
5) We also conduct experimental evaluations of computational performance on real world data sets with
various parameter settings. Experiment results show
that our refined algorithm significantly reduces
computational time cost.
Scope. This paper focuses on incorporating focal tests
inside a decision tree for raster data classification. Other
classification algorithms such as Markov Random Field
[20], Spatial Autoregression (SAR) model [21], logistic
regression, neural network, etc., are beyond the scope. In
addition, for simplicity, this paper only considers learning
samples with continuous features. The case of discrete features is not addressed.
Outline. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic concepts and formalizes the SDTL problem;
Section 3 presents our FTSDT learning algorithm, especially
a new design decision to allow focal function with adaptive
neighborhoods. Section 4 describes computational optimization, and the refined algorithm design with theoretical analysis. Computational and classification performance of the
proposed algorithms are evaluated in Section 5. Section 6
discusses some other relevant techniques in the literature.
Section 7 concludes the paper with future work.

2

BASIC CONCEPTS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section introduces basic concepts and formally defines
the spatial decision tree learning problem.

2.1 Basic Concepts
Spatial raster framework. A spatial raster framework F is a
tessellation of a 2-D plane into a regular grid. On a spatial
raster framework, there may exist a set of explanatory feature maps, as well as a class label map. For example, Fig. 3
shows a spatial raster framework with explanatory features
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TABLE 1
List of Symbols and Descriptions
Symbols
d

Wi;j
f m , fim
Iðf m  dÞ, Ii
G, Gi

Descriptions
a local test threshold
logic operator “xor”, i.e., 0  1 ¼ 1, 1  0 ¼ 1,
0  0 ¼ 0, 1  1 ¼ 0
neighborhood relationship between location i
and location j
value of feature m, the feature value at location i
indicator variable of local test f m  d, the
indicator variable at location i
focal Gamma autocorrelation statistic, the focal
Gamma at location i

variable Iðf m  dÞ or simply I, whose value is 1 when
f m  d is true and 1 otherwise. A decision tree whose tree
nodes conducts local tests is called a local-test-based decision
tree (LTDT). For example, given the feature f 1 shown in
Fig. 4a, the local test results of f 1  1 and corresponding
indicator variables are shown in Figs. 4e and 4c respectively.
The corresponding LTDT and its class predictions with saltand-pepper noise are shown in Figs. 4g and 4i.
Focal function and spatial autocorrelation statistic. A focal
function is an aggregate of non-spatial attribute values in
the neighborhood of a location. One important kind of focal
function is focal autocorrelation statistic, which measures the
dependency between attribute values of a location and the
values of its neighbors. For example, the focal Gamma index
[23] on local test indicators is defined as
P
j Wi;j Ii Ij
;
Gi ¼ P
j Wi;j

Fig. 4. Comparison of a local test versus a focal test, a local-test-based
decision tree versus a focal-test-based spatial decision tree. (“T” is
“true”, “F” is “false”).

f 1 , f 2 ; . . . ; f m , and a class label map c. Each grid cell on the
raster framework is a spatial data sample (e.g., location i in
Fig. 3). For simplicity, we use the words “sample,” “pixel,”
“location,” and “spatial data sample” interchangeably in
the remainder of the paper.
Neighborhood relationship. A spatial neighborhood relationship describes the range of dependency between spatial
locations. It is commonly represented as a W-matrix, whose
element Wi;j has a non-zero value when locations i and j are
neighbors, and a zero value otherwise. For example, in Fig. 3,
the pixel in dark grey has eight neighbors indicated in light
grey in a 3-by-3 neighborhood.
Salt-and-pepper noise. Salt-and-pepper noise is defined as
a kind of fat-tail impulse noise whose values are often
extreme (e.g., minimum or maximum) [22]. In a predicted
class label map, salt-and-pepper noise can be considered as
a single pixel (or a small group of contiguous pixels) that is
distinct from its (or their) spatial neighborhood. For example, in Fig. 4i, the central pixel is salt-and-pepper noise.
Local test and indicators. A local test f m  d checks the
value of feature f m at a sample’s location against a threshold d. The local test results can be represented as indicator

where i and j are locations, Wi;j is a W-matrix element, and
Ii , Ij are indicator variables of a local test. A negative focal
Gamma value (i.e., G < 0) indicates that the current location
is potentially salt-and-pepper noise. Fig. 4b shows an example of focal Gamma values computed on indicator variables
in Fig. 4c with a 3-by-3 neighborhood. The central location
has a negative Gamma because its local test result is different from its neighbors’.
Focal test. A focal test is a test or a combination of tests on
attribute values in a neighborhood of a location. For example, f  d  G < 0, where  is an “xor” logical operator, is a
focal test that combines a local test f  d and the test G < 0.
This combined focal test is less prone to salt-and-pepper
noise, compared with the local test f  d only. The reason is
that salt-and-pepper noise pixels often have a negative focal
gamma index (i.e., G < 0 is true), and their local test results
(f  d) are flipped by logical operator  (i.e., “false” xor
true becomes “true,” and “true” xor true becomes “false”).
For instance, the local test result of the central pixel in
Fig. 4e is true, but false for its neighborhood; while the focal
test result of the same pixel in Fig. 4f is false, and the same
as for its neighborhood.
Focal-test-based spatial decision tree. An FTSDT is a tree
whose nodes conduct focal tests. An example of FTSDT is in
Fig. 4h and its class predictions are in Fig. 4j. In our
approach, both local tests and focal tests are defined on a
single feature. When multiple features exist, the local test or
focal test on each feature is considered as a candidate tree
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shows the ground truth class labels. The output local-testbased traditional decision tree learned from the training set
and its predictions with salt-and-pepper noise are shown in
Fig. 5d. In contrast, the output focal-test-based spatial decision tree and its predictions without salt-and-pepper noise
are shown in Fig. 5e.

3

FTSDT LEARNING ALGORITHMS

This section describes the baseline FTSDT learning algorithm (i.e., without computational optimization) of the
focal-test-based spatial decision tree. The learning algorithm
has two phases: a training phase, FTSDT-Train; and a prediction phase, FTSDT-Predict. FTSDT-Train here extends
the previous one we proposed in [19] by allowing focal
function tests with adaptive neighborhoods to avoid oversmoothing in wedge-shaped areas.

Fig. 5. An illustrative problem example. (a) A raster framework. (b) A feature. (c) Ground truth class labels. (d) An LTDT and its predictions.
(e) An FTSDT and its predictions. (best viewed in color).

node test and the best candidate test is selected for a tree
node, similar to the situation of a traditional decision tree.

2.2 Problem Definition
Based on the concepts above, the spatial decision tree learning problem is formally defined as follows:
Given.



A spatial raster framework F
A spatial neighborhood definition, and its maximum
size Smax
 Training and test samples drawn from F
Find.
 A decision tree model based on training samples.
Objective.


Minimize classification errors as well as salt-andpepper noise
Constraints:


Training samples form contiguous patches of locations in F
 Spatial autocorrelation exists in class labels
Problem description. The output decision tree model can be
a local-test-based decision tree or a focal-test-based spatial
decision tree, depending on the selected approach. Parameters to be learned from the training set are the tree structure,
as well as which feature f, test thresholds d, and proper
neighborhood size s (in the case of FTSDT) to use in each
tree node.
Example. Consider the example of problem inputs and
outputs in Fig. 5. The raster spatial framework F , shown in
Fig. 5a, consists of training pixels on the upper half and test
pixels on the lower half. Neighborhood relationship is
defined as a 3-by-3 square window. The minimum tree
node size is 4. Fig. 5b shows a candidate feature f 1 . Fig. 5c

3.1 Training Phase
FTSDT-Train (Algorithm 1) learns an FTSDT classifier from
training samples. It includes two sub-routines (Node-Split
and Focal Function). Similar to traditional C4.5 [1], it is a
divide and conquer method with a greedy strategy (i.e.,
maximize information gain).
Algorithm 1. FTSDT-Train(T , S max , N0 , neighType)
Input:
 T : rows are samples, columns are features (last column as
class)
 S max : maximum neighborhood size
 N0 : minimum decision tree node size
 neighType : neighborhood type, 0 for fixed neighborhood, 1
for adaptive neighborhood
Output:
 root of an FTSDT model
1: let N be number of samples, F be number of features, c be
column index of classes; IG0 ¼ 1
2: if N < N0 or T same class then
3: return a leaf node;
4: for each f 2 f1 . . . F g do
5: sort rows of T ==in ascending order of f th column
6: for each s 2 f0 . . . S max g do
7:
for each i 2 fN0 :::ðN  N0 Þg do
8:
if T ½i½f < T ½i þ 1½f then
9:
d ¼ T ½i½f
10:
fT1 ; T2 g = Node-Split(T , f, d, s, neighType);
11:
IG = InformationGain(T ½ ½c, T1 ½ ½c, T2 ½ ½c)
12:
if IG > IG0 then
13:
IG0 ¼ IG; s0 ¼ s; f0 ¼ f; d0 ¼ d ¼ T ½i½f;
14: I ¼ CreateInternalNode(f0 , d0 , s0 );
15: fT1 ; T2 g = Node-Split(T , f0 , d0 , s0 , neighType);
16: I:left = FTSDT-Train(T1 , S max , N0 , neighType)
17: I:right = FTSDT-Train(T2 , S max , N0 , neighType)
18: return I

Steps 1 to 3 check the stopping criteria. If the training
samples are less than the minimum tree node size, or all the
class labels are identical, a leaf labeled with the majority
class will be returned.
Steps 4 to 13 enumerate through every candidate feature
f, every neighborhood size s, and every candidate threshold
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d to select the best setting for a model tree node. Candidate
thresholds d are generated from distinct values of feature f
in the training samples (steps 8 to 9). Step 10 calls a NodeSplit subroutine to split training samples. Step 11 evaluates
the corresponding information gain on the column of class
labels. Steps 12-13 update the current best candidate test.
Steps 14 to 18 create an internal node with the best test,
split the training samples into two subsets accordingly,
recursively call FTSDT-Train on each subset, and return the
internal node.
Node-Split. The Node-Split subroutine (Algorithm 2)
splits the training samples into two subsets based on their
focal test results, and proceeds as follows:
Step 1 initializes the two subsets as empty sets. Samples with node test results TRUE will be assigned to one
subset and samples with test results FALSE will be
assigned to the other.
Steps 2 to 11 compute the focal tree node test result of
each training sample and add the sample to its appropriate
subset accordingly. The algorithm begins by computing
local test indicators (I) of all samples. It then computes the
focal function value (focalFun½i) via a FocalFunction subroutine, and computes the focal test result (focalTest½i) on each
sample location. For example, we may specify the focal
function as G, and the focal test as “f  d  G < 0”.

Algorithm 2. Node-Split(T , f, d, S, neighType)
Input:
 T : rows as samples, columns as features (last column as
class)
 f : a feature index
 d : threshold of feature test
 S : neighborhood size
 neighType : neighborhood type, 0 for fixed neighborhood, 1
for adaptive neighborhood
Output:
 fT1 ; T2 g : sample subsets with test results true and false
respectively
1: T1 ¼ T2 ¼ ;
2: for each i 2 f1:::Ng do
3: indicators I½i ¼ IðT ½i½f  dÞ
4: for each i 2 f1:::Ng do
5: focalFun½i ¼ FocalFunctionðI½; i; s; neighTypeÞ
6: focalTest½i ¼ FocalTestðI½i; focalFun½iÞ
7: if focalTest½i ¼¼ true then
8:
T1 ¼ T1 [ fT ½ig
9: else
10:
T2 ¼ T2 [ fT ½ig
11: return fT1 ; T2 g

FocalFunction. The FocalFunction subroutine (Algorithm 3)
computes the focal function values of local test indicators in
the neighborhood of a location. It has an important parameter neighType, whose value is 0 for a fixed neighborhood, and
is 1 for an adaptive neighborhood. The idea behind an adaptive neighborhood is to utilize spatial topological relationships to select proper neighbors of the central pixel in a fixed
window.
Step 1 identifies all locations within the window of size 2s
þ 1 by 2s þ 1 centered on the current location. These locations are potential neighbors of i.
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Steps 2 and 3 determine that all the locations in the window are neighbors of i if a fixed neighborhood is used, similar to our previous work in [19].

Algorithm 3. FocalFunction(I, i, s, neighType)
Input:
 I : vector of indicator variable values
 i : current location
 s : neighborhood window size
 neighType : neighborhood type, 0 for fixed neighborhood, 1
for adaptive neighborhood
Output:
 FocalFun½i : focal function value at current location i
1: identify the 2s þ 1 by 2s þ 1 window centered on location i
2: if adaptNeigh ¼¼ 0 then
3: Wi;j ¼ 1 for all j in the window, Wi;j ¼ 0 otherwise.
4: else
5: get connected components of same I values in the window
6:
identify the topologically outermost component cc0 that
contains or surrounds location i
7: Wi;j ¼ 1 for all j in cc0 , Wi;j ¼ 0 otherwise.
8: compute focal function value foc at location i based on Wi;j
9: return foc

Steps 4 to 7 determine which locations in the window are
neighbors if an adaptive neighborhood is used. The window
is first segmented into different connected components,
each of which has the same indicator value. Then the component that is the outermost, and that surrounds or contains
the current location i, is considered as the actual set of
neighbors.
Steps 8 and 9 compute a focal function value based on the
neighbors identified, and return the value.
Illustration. The entire execution trace of FTSDT-Train
with fixed neighborhoods can be found in [19]. Due to space
limitations, here we only illustrate the extension of focal
tests with adaptive neighborhoods by comparing them with
fixed neighborhoods. Consider the example in Fig. 6, which
describes one iteration of candidate test selection (steps 9 to
10 in Algorithm 1). Assume that the current neighborhood
window size is s ¼ 2 (i.e., 5 by 5).
Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c shows current candidate feature f,
ground truth classes, and local test indicators on the current
test threshold d ¼ 1 respectively. The feature f map (Fig. 6a)
contains a wedge-shaped patch (15 pixels with feature
value 1 on the lower left corner) and three salt-and-pepper
noise pixels. The pixels on the wedge-shaped patch are not
salt-and-pepper noise, and thus shoud not be smoothed
(i.e., should avoid over-smoothing).
Figs. 6d, 6e, and 6f shows the focal test results with fixed
neighborhoods. For instance, Fig. 6d highlights the fixed
neighborhood (in light grey) of a central pixel (in dark
grey), which contains too many irrelevant pixels (with indicator value 1) outside the wedge-shaped patch (the one
we previously describe in the last paragraph). The focal
function G of the central pixel is 0.3 (i.e., G < 0) as shown
in dark grey in Fig. 6e, mistakenly indicating that it is saltand-pepper noise. Thus, its final focal test result mistakenly
flips its local test result from “true” to “false”. Similarly,
several other pixels in the wedge-shaped patch are also
over-smoothed. The final over-smoothed focal test results of
the patch is shown in dark grey in Fig. 6f.
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Fig. 7. Focal function computation is a bottleneck analysis in the baseline algorithm.

3.2 Prediction Phase
The FTSDT-Predict algorithm (Algorithm 4) uses an FTSDT
to predict the class labels of test samples based on their feature values and a spatial neighborhood structure. It is a
recursive algorithm. If the tree node is a leaf, then the class
label of the leaf is assigned to all current samples. Otherwise, samples are split into two subsets according to the
focal test results in the root node, and each subset is classified by its corresponding sub-tree.
Fig. 6. Comparison of focal tests with fixed and adaptive neighborhoods,
s ¼ 2 (i.e., 5 by 5 window). (a) Feature f, (b) ground truth classes,
(c) local indicators of Iðf  1Þ, (d)-(f) an example of a fixed neighborhood, focal G and focal test results by fixed neighborhoods, and (g)-(i)
an example of an adaptive neighborhood, focal G and focal test results
by adaptive neighborhoods.

In contrast, the bottom row of Fig. 6 shows focal test
results with adaptive neighborhoods. Fig. 6g highlights an
adaptive neighborhood (in light grey) of the central pixel (in
dark grey), which is a connected component (with indicator
value 1) that contains the central dark pixel. The focal function G of the central pixel is now 1 (Fig. 6b) based on the
adaptive neighborhood. Thus, the final focal test is still
“true” (G < 0 is false, “true” xor false is still “true”). The
three salt-and-pepper noise pixels are still smoothed. Comparing Figs. 6f and 6i, it is clear that focal tests with adaptive
neighborhoods can better separate the two classes (i.e., give
higher information gain) due to less over-smoothing of the
wedge-shaped area.

Algorithm 4. FTSDT-Predict(R, T )
Input:
 R: root of an FTSDT model
 T : rows as samples, columns as features
Output:
 C: C½i as class label of ith sample
1: if R:type ¼¼ Leaf then
2: assign C with R:class
3: return C
4: f0 ¼ R:f, d0 ¼ R:d, s0 ¼ R:s
5: fT1 ; T2 g = Node-Split (T , f0 , d0 , s0 )
6: C1 = FTSDT-Predict (R:Left, T1 );
7: C2 = FTSDT-Predict (R:Right, T2 );
8: return C = combine(C1 , C2 )

4

COMPUTATIONAL OPTIMIZATION:
A REFINED ALGORITHM

This section addresses the computational challenges of the
focal-test-based spatial decision tree learning process. It first
identifies the computational bottleneck of the baseline training algorithm; then proposes a refined algorithm, proves its
correctness; and finally provides a cost model for the
computational complexity. For simplicity, examples in this
section are with a fixed neighborhood. However, the proposed refined algorithm and its analysis are also applicable
to the case of adaptive neighborhoods.

4.1 Computational Bottleneck Analysis
Recall that the baseline algorithm (Algorithm 1) calls a
Node-Split sub-routine for every distinct value (i.e., candidate threshold) on every feature and neighborhood size.
Each call involves focal function computations for all
samples, and is therefore a likely computational bottleneck.
To verify this hypothesis, we conducted computational
bottleneck analysis with parameter settings Smax ¼ 5 and
N0 ¼ 50. The results, shown in Fig. 7, confirm that the focal
function computation accounts for the vast majority of total
time cost. Furthermore, this cost increases much faster than
other costs as training sample sizes increase.
4.2 A Refined Algorithm
To reduce the computational bottleneck shown above,
we designed a refined approach called cross-threshold-reuse.
This approach is based on the observation that when the
candidate threshold value increases, only a small number of
samples have their local and focal test results updated. In
other words, once computation is completed for one candidate threshold, the test results of most samples will remain
the same and can be reused for consecutive thresholds.
An illustrative example is given in Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c,
where the values of feature f are shown in Fig. 8a, the
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Fig. 8. Illustrative example of redundant focal G computation. (a) Feature f map. (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) Local indicators and focal function for f  1,
f  2, f  3, f  4, f  5 respectively. (g), (h), (i) Local indicators and focal function for f  5 in intermediate updates.

neighborhood size is 3 by 3, and the local indicators and
focal gamma values for test thresholds d ¼ 1 and d ¼ 2 are
shown in Figs. 8b and 8c, respectively. As can be seen, only
location 2 (i.e., on the second row and the first column) and
its neighbors update local indicators and focal values
(shown in grey color in Fig. 8c). In other words, the baseline
algorithm computes these values for all cells in Fig. 8c,
while the refined algorithm only needs to compute values
for the grey cells in Fig. 8c.

Algorithm 5. FTSDT-Train-Refined(T , S max , N0 )
Input:
 T : rows as samples, columns as features (last column as
class)
 S max : maximum neighborhood size
 N0 : minimum decision tree node size
Output:
 root of an FTSDT model
1: denote N as number of samples , F as number of features, c
as column index of classes ; IG0 ¼ 1
2: if N < N0 or T same class then
3: return a leaf node;
4: for each f 2 f1 . . . F g do
5: sort rows of T ==in ascending order of f th column
6: for each s 2 f0 . . . S max g do
7:
i0 ¼ first i with T ½i½f > T ½N0 ½f
8:
for each i 2 fði0  1Þ . . . ðN  N0 Þg do
9:
if first time then
10:
== memorize indicator, focalFunc, T1 ; T2
fT1 ; T2 g ¼ Node-Split(T , f, d ¼ T ½i½f, s)
11:
else
12:
== update indicator, focalFunc, T1 ; T2
Node-Split-Update(indicator, focalFunc, i, s,
fT1 ; T2 g)
13:
if T ½i½f < T ½i þ 1½f then
14:
IG = InformationGain(T ½ ½c, T1 ½ ½c, T2 ½ ½c)
15:
if IG > IG0 then
16:
IG0 ¼ IG; s0 ¼ s; f0 ¼ f; d0 ¼ d ¼ T ½i½f
17: I ¼ CreateInternalNode(f0 , d0 , s0 );
18: fT1 ; T2 g ¼ Node-Split(T , f0 , d0 , s0 );
19: I:left ¼ FTSDT-Train-Refined(T1 , S max , N0 )
20: I:right ¼ FTSDT-Train-Refined(T2 , S max , N0 )
21: return I

The cross-threshold-reuse approach updates one sample at a time together with its neighbors. The details of
this approach are given in the algorithm FTSDT-TrainRefined (Algorithm 5). The key difference from previous

FTSDT-Train is that the refined algorithm calls the NodeSplit subroutine (Algorithm 2) only once. For subsequent
sample indices (potential candidate thresholds), it calls
Node-Split-Update sub-routine (Algorithm 6) instead.
More specifically, in step 7, it finds the first effective candidate threshold (guaranteed minimum node size N0 ). In
step 8, it enumerates all possible sample indices. If it is
the first enumeration, Node-Split is called to completely
compute and memorize local and focal results for all samples (steps 9 to 10). Otherwise, Node-Split-Update is
called to avoid redundant computation (step 12). Steps 13
to 16 check if the current split index i corresponds to a
candidate threshold that has not been evaluated yet, and
if so, information gain is evaluated to maintain the current best candidate test.
Details of the Node-Split-Update sub-routine are given in
Algorithm 6. The input of this sub-routine includes the current local and focal test results, the index of the currently
enumerated sample i, neighborhood size s, and the current
split result fT1 ; T2 g. Node-Split-Update begins by updating
the local and focal tests of sample i, and adjusting fT1 ; T2 g
accordingly. Then it updates the test results of every neighbor j of sample i, and adjusts fT1 ; T2 g. These updates all
carry a constant time cost since these are done in only one
small neighborhood window.

Algorithm 6. Node-Split-Update(indicator, focalFunc, i,
s, fT1 ; T2 g)
Input:
 indicator : array of local result as Iðf  dÞ
 focalFunc : array of focal function values, e.g., GSI
 i : index of sample shifted below threshold
 s : neighborhood size
 fT1 ; T2 g : two subsets of samples
1: indicator½i ¼ 1; update focalFunc½i, and then fT1 ; T2 g
2: for each j 2 N s ðiÞ == N s ðiÞ is i’s neighborhood of size s do
3: update indicator½j, focalFunc½j, and then fT1 ; T2 g

Execution trace. Fig. 8 illustrates the execution trace of
steps 8 to 12 of the new update algorithm. The context is as
follows: feature f is shown in Fig. 8a; s ¼ 1 (3 by 3 fixed
neighborhood); N0 ¼ 1; the local indicator is Iðf  dÞ; and
the focal function is G as before. Figs. 8b, 8c, 8d, 8e, 8f, 8g,
8h, and 8i are local indicators and focal function values
under different candidate test thresholds (1 to 5). The
refined algorithm only updates the local indicators and focal
values, shown in grey colors of Figs. 8c, 8d, 8e and 8g, 8h, 8i.
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4.3 Theoretical Analysis
We now prove the correctness of the proposed computationally refined algorithm. We also provide a cost model of
computational complexity. The proof of correctness is nontrivial, because when the candidate threshold changes, multiple sample locations as well as their neighbors may need
to update their focal values (e.g., Fig. 8f), and these updates
are at the same time. However, our approach still simply
changes one sample location as well as its neighbors each
time (e.g., Figs. 8g, 8h, 8i), and it has the same results.

To analyze the cost model of the two proposed training
algorithms, we denote the following variables:






N : number of samples
Nd : number of distinct feature values
Smax : maximum neighborhood size
N0 : minimum tree node size
F : number of features

Lemma 1. The baseline algorithm FTSDT-Train has a time com3
Þ=N0 Þ.
plexity of OðFN 2 ðlogN þ Nd Smax
Proof. Given N samples and minimum node size N0 , tree
node number is at most N=N0 , i.e., OðN=N0 Þ. For each
tree node, the algorithm sorts samples for all features and
enumerates through all OðNd Þ thresholds for all the F features under all the Smax þ 1 different neighborhood sizes.
In each enumeration, a Node-Split sub-routine is called,
2
2
Þ, where OðSmax
Þ is
which has time complexity OðNSmax
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TABLE 2
Simplified Cost Model with Different Numbers
of Distinct Feature Values (Nd )
Algorithm

Nd ¼ Oð1Þ

Nd ¼ OðNÞ

FTSDT-Train
OðN 2 log NÞ
OðN 3 Þ
FTSDT-Train-Refined OðN 2 log NÞ OðN 2 logNÞ

the number of neighbors under a square neighborhood.
Thus, for each node, the time cost is OðF  ðN logN þ
2
3
ÞÞ ¼ OðFNðlog N þ Nd Smax
Þ. Finally, the
Smax  Nd  NSmax
3
ÞÞ ¼
total time cost is OðN=N0  FNðlog Nþ Nd Smax
2
3
u
t
OðFN ðlog N þ Nd Smax Þ=N0 Þ.

Theorem 1. The FTSDT-Train-Refined algorithm is correct, i.e.,
it returns the same output as FTSDT-Train.
Proof. We only need to look at steps 7 to 16. The initial value
of i in the for-loop here (i.e., one step ahead of the first
sample whose feature value is greater than that of N0 ) is
the same as that value in FTSDT-Train, due to the if-condition in step 8 of FTSDT-Train. Now we focus on the
local and focal computation part in steps 9 to 12. We will
prove it in two cases as below.
Case 1: a new threshold shifts only one sample i, i.e.,
T ½i½f < T ½i þ 1½f. In this case, the local result Iðf  dÞ
changes only on sample i, i.e., I½i ¼ 1, while the feature
value f is unchanged. Since the focal function of a sample
only depends on f and I in its neighborhood, its value
changes only on sample i and its neighbor js. Thus,
Node-Split-Update in this case is correct. One example of
this case appears in Figs. 8b and 8c.
Case 2: a new threshold shifts multiple samples, i.e.,
T ½i½f ¼ T ½i þ 1½f ¼    ¼ T ½i þ k½f < T ½i þ k þ 1½f.
In this case, our refined algorithm still only updates sample i and its neighbors, as though T ½i½f < T ½i þ 1½f (in
other words, as though T ½i½f were an effective candidate
threshold). This updating process continues until new i
becomes i þ k, i.e., the next effective candidate threshold.
If the feature value T ½i½f were strictly increasing, the
final local and focal values should be correct, as proved
in case 1. Meanwhile, it is also obvious that whether feature values are strictly increasing or not before i ¼ i þ k
does not influence the final local and focal values. Thus,
the final updated result for i ¼ i þ k is also correct. An
example for this case is given in Figs. 8c and 8d.
u
t
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Lemma 2. The SDT-Train-Refined algorithm has a time complex3
Þ=N0 Þ.
ity of OðFN 2 ðlog N þ Smax
Proof. The number of tree nodes is OðN=N0 Þ. For each node
and each of the OðF Þ features, the refined algorithm sorts
and enumerates through all OðNÞ samples under all
OðSmax þ 1Þ neighborhood sizes. Node-Split is called
2
only once (with time cost OðNSmax
Þ) in these enumerations and Node-Split-Update is called for the rest (each
2
with time cost OðSmax
Þ). Thus, for each node, the time
2
2
þ N  Smax
ÞÞ ¼
cost is OðF  N  log N þ FSmax  ðNSmax
3
OðFNðlog N þ Smax Þ, and the total time cost is
3
Þ=N0 Þ.
u
t
OðFN 2 ðlog N þ Smax
Theorem 2. FTSDT-Train-Refined is faster than FTSDT-Train
when Nd  1 (i.e., Nd is much greater than 1).
Proof. From the lemmas above, the cost models of the two
algorithms only differ in one factor, which is Oðlog Nþ
3
3
Þ for FTSDT-Train and Oðlog N þ Smax
Þ for the
Nd Smax
refined algorithm. Since Nd  1, the cost of the refined
algorithm is always smaller. The same can be proved by
simplifying the two cost models, if we assume Nd / N,
and F , Smax , N0 are constants. Then the cost of FTSDTTrain is OðN 3 Þ, while the cost of FTSDT-Train-Refined is
OðN 2 log NÞ, as shown in Table 2. Note that the condition
u
t
Nd  1 is often satisfied for continuous features.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The goal was to investigate the following questions:




How do LTDT, FTSDT-fixed, and FTSDT-adaptive
compare with each other in classification accuracy?
How do LTDT, FTSDT-fixed, and FTSDT-adaptive
compare with each other in salt-and-pepper noise
level?
Does the FTSDT-Train-Refined algorithm reduce
the computational cost of baseline FTSDT-Train
algorithm?

5.1 Experiment Setup
Experiment design. The experiment design is shown in Fig. 9.
To evaluate classification performance, we compared the
LTDT learner (i.e., C4.5), the FTSDT learner with fixed
neighborhoods (i.e., FTSDT-fixed), as well as the FTSDT
learner with adaptive neighborhoods (i.e., FTSDT-adaptive)
on test accuracy and autocorrelation level. To evaluate
computational performance, we used FTSDT with fixed
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Fig. 9. Experiment design.

neighborhoods for simplicity, and compared the baseline
approach (i.e., FTSDT-Train) with the computationally
refined approach (i.e., FTSDT-Train-Refined). Computational time reported was the average of 10 runs. All the algorithms were implemented in C language. Experiments were
conducted on a Dell workstation with Quad-core Intel Xeon
CPU E5630 @ 2.53 GHz, and 12 GB RAM.
Data set description. We used high resolution (3 m by 3 m)
remote sensing imagery collected from the city of Chanhassen, MN, by the National Agricultural Imagery Program
and Markhurd Inc. There were 12 continuous explanatory
features including multi-temporal (for the years 2003, 2005,
and 2008) spectral information (R, G, B, NIR) and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Class labels (wet
land and dry land) were created by a field crew and photo
interpreters between 2004 and 2005.
To evaluate classification performance, we selected two
scenes from the city. On each scene, we used systematic
clustered sampling to select a number of wetland and dryland contiguous clusters of pixels as the training set and the
remaining pixels as test sets. More details are given in
Table 6. To evaluate computational performance, we used
scene 1 and created training sets with different sizes and
number of distinct feature values to test sensitivity of
computational cost on various settings. The variables tested
were previsouly defined in Section 4.3.
Choice of focal test functions. For the focal-test-based spatial decision tree, we used the specific focal test
ðf  dÞ  ðG < 0Þ described in Section 2.1.

5.2 Classification Performance
5.2.1 How do LTDT, FTSDT-Fixed, and FTSDTAdaptive Compare in Classification Accuracy?
Parameter settings were Smax ¼ 5, N0 ¼ 200 for the first data
set, and N0 ¼ 50 for the second data set. We compared the
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classification performance of the proposed FTSDT-adaptive
and FTSDT-fixed with LTDT in terms of confusion matrices,
precision & recall, and F-measure (i.e., harmonic mean of
precision and recall) on the test set. The results are listed in
Table 3. In the confusion matrix, the columns are test samples classified as dryland and wetland respectively, and the
two rows are test samples whose true class labels are dryland and wetland respectively. Precision and recall were
computed on the wetland class. As can be seen, on the first
data set, FTSDT-fixed improves the F-measure of LTDT
from 0.78 to 0.81 (e.g., false negatives decrease by around 20
percent from 15,346 to 12,470), and FTSDT-adaptive further
improves the F-measure of FTSDT-fixed from 0.81 to 0.83
(e.g., false negatives decrease by around 15 percent from
12,470 to 10,618). Similar improvements are also seen in the
results on the second data set.
We also conducted significance tests on the difference of
the confusion matrices between LTDT and FTSDT-fixed,
and between FTSDT-fixed and FTSDT-adaptive. The statistic used was KHAT (estimate of Kappa coefficient) [24],
[25], [26], defined as
^ ¼n
K

Pk

Pk
niþ nþi
i¼1 nii 
Pk i¼1
2
n  i¼1 niþ nþi

;

where n is the sum of all elements, and nii , niþ and nþi are
the diagonal, row sum and column sum respectively.
KHAT reflects the degree to which a confusion matrix is different from a random guess. First we computed KHAT and
its variance for each evaluation candidate as shown in
Table 4. Then we conducted a Z-test on pairs of KHAT statistics of LTDT and FTSDT-fixed, as well as FTSDT-fixed
and FTSDT-adaptive. The results show that improvements
of FTSDT-adaptive over LTDT and FTSDT-fixed in confusion matrices are significant (Table 5).

5.2.2

How do LTDT, FTSDT-Fixed, and FTSDTAdaptive Compare with Each Other in Salt-andPepper Noise Level?
We compared prediction maps by LTDT, FTSDT-fixed, and
FTSDT-adaptive on the amount of salt-and-pepper noise, as
measured by a spatial autocorrelation statistic, i.e., gamma
index G with queen neighborhoods. This index ranges from

TABLE 3
Comparison of Classification Performance among LTDT, FTSDT-Fixed, and FTSDT-Adaptive
Scene

Models
LTDT

1

FTSDT-fixed
FTSDT-adaptive
LTDT

2

FTSDT-fixed
FTSDT-adaptive

Confusion Matrix
99,141
15,346
99,755
12,470
99,390
10,618

10,688
45,805
10,074
48,681
10,439
50,533

104,615
13,254
107,297
11984
105,999
9,744

10,820
25,612
8,138
26882
9,436
29,122

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Autocorrelation

0.81

0.75

0.78

0.87

0.83

0.80

0.81

0.96

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.93

0.70

0.66

0.68

0.87

0.77

0.69

0.73

0.96

0.76

0.75

0.75

0.92
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TABLE 4
KHAT Statistics of Confusion Matrices
LTDT

Scene
KHAT statistic
Scene 1
Scene 2

0.66
0.58

FTSDT-fixed

KHAT variance

KHAT statistic

6

3:6 10
5:9 106

FTSDT-adaptive

KHAT variance
6

3:2 10
5:3 106

0.71
0.64

KHAT statistic

KHAT variance

0.73
0.67

3:0 106
4:8 106

TABLE 5
Significance Test on Difference of Confusion Matrices
LTDT versus FTSDT-fixed

Scene

Scene 1
Scene 2

Z score

Result

18.2
19.4

significant
significant

0 to 1, and a larger index value indicates less salt-and-pepper noise. Parameter settings were Smax ¼ 5, N0 ¼ 200 for
the first data set, and N0 ¼ 50 for the second data set. The
last column of Table 3 shows the spatial autocorrelation levels of the LTDT, FTSDT-fixed, and FTSDT-adaptive predictions on the two data sets. As can be seen, both FTSDT-fixed
and FTSDT-adaptive improve the spatial autocorrelation
(i.e., reducing salt-and-pepper noise) over LTDT significantly. The spatial autocorrelation of FTSDT-adaptive predictions is somewhat lower than for FTSDT-fixed since it
uses flexible neighborhoods to avoid FTSDT-fixed’s oversmoothing. Nonetheless, the overall classification accuracy
of FTSDT-adaptive is better.

5.2.3 Case Study
We ran a case study to illustrate the difference of predictions among the LTDT algorithm, the FTSDT-fixed and
FTSDT-adaptive learning algorithms. The data set was
again the Scene 1 images from the city of Chanhassen. Several of the input multi-temporal optical features are mapped
in Figs. 10a and 10b. Target classes were wetland and dryland. The maximum neighborhood size was set to 5 (11-by11 window) and minimum tree node size was 200.
The predictions of LTDT, FTSDT-fixed, and FTSDTadaptive are shown in Figs. 10c, 10d, and 10e respectively.
The green and red colors represent correctly classified wetland and correctly classified dryland. The black and blue
colors represent errors of false wetland and false dryland.
As can be seen, the prediction by LTDT has lots of salt-andpepper noise (in black and blue colors) due to the high local
variation of features within wetland or dry land patches.
The predictions of FTSDT-fixed (Fig. 10d) and FTSDT-adaptive (Fig. 10e) show a dramatic reduction in salt-and-pepper
TABLE 6
Description of Data Sets
Scene

Size

Training samples

1

476 by 396

2

482 by 341

11,837(dryland class); 5,679
(wetland class)
7,326 (dryland class); 2,735
(wetland class)

FTSDT-fixed versus FTSDTadaptive
Z score
Result
8.6
8.5

significant
significant

noise. FTSDT-fixed appears to over-smooth some areas
(e.g., blue color in the white circles of Fig. 10d), likely due to
fixed square neighborhoods. In contrast, FTSDT-adaptive’s
predictions show less over-smoothing effect in the white
circles. The reason is that its focal function is computed
based on flexible neighborhoods adapted to the spatial
topological relationship among locations. FTSDT-adaptive
has somewhat lower spatial autocorrelation in predictions
than FTSDT-fixed due to less aggressive smoothing, but its
overall accuracy is better.

5.3 Computational Performance
This section compares the computational performance of
the new FTSDT-Train-Refined algorithm with the baseline
FTSDT-Train algorithm on different parameter settings.
For simplicity, we fixed the neighborhood type as fixed
neighborhoods.
5.3.1 Different Numbers of Training Samples N
We fixed the variables as follows: N0 ¼ 50, Smax ¼ 5, Nd ¼
256, and increased the number of training samples.
Fig. 11a shows the result. As can be seen, when the training sample size is very small (e.g. 1,000), the time cost of
both algorithms is close. However, as the training sample
size increases, the time cost of the baseline algorithm
increases at a much higher rate than the refined algorithm.
This result accords with cost models in Lemmas 1 and 2,
which showed that the baseline algorithm FTSDT-Train has
a larger constant factor on the Oðlog N þ Nd S 3 Þ term.
5.3.2 Different Minimum Tree Node Sizes N0
We fixed the variables N ¼ 7;000, Smax ¼ 5, Nd ¼ 256, and
increased the minimum tree node size.
Fig. 11b shows the result. As can be seen, as the minimum tree node size increases, the time cost of both algorithms decreases. The reason is that fewer tree nodes are
constructed and thus less computation is needed. But our
refined algorithm has persistently lower cost than our baseline algorithm. This result aligns with previous cost models
in Lemmas 1 and 2, where the baseline algorithm has a
larger numerator.
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Fig. 10. Case study data set and prediction results of LTDT and FTSDT. (a) Features RGB 2008. (b) Features RGB,NIR 2005. (c) Prediction of
LTDT. (d) Prediction of FTSDT-fixed. (e) Prediction of FTSDT-adaptive. (best viewed in color).

5.3.3 Different Maximum Neighborhood Sizes Smax
We fixed the variables N ¼ 7;000, N0 ¼ 50, Nd ¼ 256, and
increased the maximum neighborhood size.
Fig. 11c shows the result. As can be seen, when the maximum neighborhood size is very small (i.e., 1), the time cost
of both algorithms is close, due to the low time cost when
Smax is very small. However, as the maximum neighborhood size increases, the time cost of the baseline algorithm
grows dramatically faster than the refined algorithm. This
result matches the cost models in Lemmas 1 and 2, where the
baseline algorithm has a larger constant factor Nd on the
OðNd S 3 Þ term.
5.3.4 Different Number of Distinct Feature Values Nd
We fixed the variables N ¼ 6;700, N0 ¼ 50, and Smax ¼ 5
and increased the number of distinct feature values Nd from
2 to 256 (default value without adding simulation), and

0:2N, 0:4N, 0:6N, 0:8N to approximately N. In order to control Nd in data sets, we independently added random noise
in uniform distribution Uð0; 0:01Þ to each feature value and
then specified the precision of the decimal part or even the
integer part (greater precision increases Nd values). The
reported Nd values are the averages across all features.
Fig. 11d shows the result. As can be seen, when Nd ¼ 2
(the first tick mark), the time cost of the two algorithms is
very close (baseline algorithm costs 3:3 s and refined algorithm costs 7:2 s). The reason is that the focal computation
cost of even the baseline approach is very small when Nd is
close to 1 (baseline cost is slightly lower due to other constant factors). However, as Nd increases, the time cost of the
baseline algorithm grows almost linearly to Nd while that of
the refined algorithm remains the same.
This result can be explained by the cost models in Lemmas
1 and 2, where the baseline algorithm has a factor Oðlog N þ
Nd S 3 Þ while the refined algorithm has a corresponding term

Fig. 11. Computational performance comparison between basic and refined algorithms.
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Fig. 12. Computational performance comparison on different image
sizes.

Oðlog N þ S 3 Þ. As the cost models imply, when Nd is close
to 1 (e.g., 2), the two algorithms’ time costs are very close.
But as Nd increases, the cost of the baseline algorithm is a linear function of Nd given other variables are constant.

5.3.5 Different Image Sizes N
We fixed the variables N0 ¼ 50, Smax ¼ 5, Nd ¼ 256, and
increased the size of training image (in terms of the amount
of pixels) from 3,960, 7,920; . . . ; to 39,600.
Fig. 12 shows the result. As can be seen, when the training image size is very small (e.g. 3,960 pixels), the time cost
of both algorithms is close. However, as the training image
size increases, the time cost of the baseline algorithm
increases at a much higher rate than the refined algorithm.
This shows that the refined algorithm is much more scalable
to large image sizes.
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